Through the Looking-Glass

By Lewis Carroll (1832-1898)

Through the Looking Glass, the sequel to Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, was written in 1872 and it finds Alice in a land when she walks through a mirror into the Looking-Glass House. The land is full of mythological creatures and characters and nursery rhyme characters. Alice makes a guest appearance in a bizarre game of chess with Humpty Dumpty! A charming, witty story! (Summary by Aldark)

01 – Looking-Glass House, read by Brad Bush – 00:18:24
02 – The Garden of Live Flowers, read by Kara Shallenber – 00:20:09
03 – Looking-Glass Insects, read by Betsie Bush – 00:19:39
04 – Tweedledum and Tweedledee, read by Chip – 00:18:33
05 – Wool and Water, read by Kristen McQuill – 00:16:26
06 – Humpty Dumpty, read by Alessia – 00:28:57
07 – The Lion and the Unicorn, read by Alice Elizabeth Still – 00:28:57
08 – ‘It’s my own Invention,’ read by Robert Garrison – 00:25:38
09 – Queen Alice & 10 – Shaking, read by Marlo Dianne – 00:27:21
11 – Waking & 12 – Which Dreamed it?, read by Peter Yearsley – 00:05:59

Total Running Time: 03:19:37
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